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“Cal maps and the global maps induced by them” treated in this paper is a subject not only on 
cellular or tessellation automata but also on shift dynamical systems. We study an inter- 
connection of local maps inducing onto global maps from a graph-theoretical viewpoint. 
“Local maps and the global maps induced by them” treated in this paper is a 
subject not only on cellular or tessellation automata but also on shift dynamical 
systems. In [S], Hedlund describes many results on the subject. In [lo], the author 
introdueed rhe concepts of “right [left] bundle-graph” and “right [left] h-bundle- 
graph” which are associated with every local map inducing onto global maps, and 
using them he systematically characterized the classes of local maps inducing onto 
global maps, one-to-one and onto restrictions of global maps on the set of finite 
configurations, constant-to-one and onto global maps, and one-to-one and onto 
global maps, respectively. (These classes of local maps over an alphabet C are 
denoted by K(Z), J(Z), H(Z), and I(X), respectively, in this paper.) 
In this paper, based on the work [lo], we investigate an interconnection of local 
maps in K(S) associated with those bundle-graphs. 
The most accessible type of local maps in K(X) are rightmost-permutive and 
leftmost-permutive local maps. The scope-n rightmost- [leftmost]-permutive local 
maps are obtained by regular [backward regular] A-assignments of the string- 
graph of length n. The string-graph of length n + I is the line graph of the 
string-graph of length n. This situation can be naturally extended to all local maps 
in K(S). 
Generally, many local maps with the same scope have the same right [left] 
bundle-graph. We say that they are right-adjacent [left-adjacent] and are incident 
to the bundle-graph. They are obtained by admissible regular [backward regular] 
h-assignments of the bundle-graph. We introduce the concept of “line bundle- 
graph”, by which local maps in K(X) with different scopes are connected. 
We show that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the local maps 
in J(Z) incident to the same disjoint right [left] bundle-graph and the eularian 
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circuits of the bundle-graph, and especially the number of all rightmost- 
[leftmost]-permutive scope-n local maps in J(Z) is equal to the number of 
de&uijn sequences of length lcl” (Section 3). Thus, in case IsI= 2, 9 theorem of 
&&uijn 143 is directly applicable to enumerate all local maps in J(x) incident to 
the line bundle-graph of a disjoint right [left] bundle-graph. 
Eledlund has shown in [8] that in case ICI = 2, there exists no rightmost- 
[leftmost]-permutive local map over c which induces nontrivial one-to-one and 
onto global maps. We generalize this result by a very different approach from that 
used to prove it in [8]. We establish that in case I;Sl= 2, for two local maps o and 
7 in I(Z), if c is incident to the line bundle-graph of the right [left] bundle-graph 
of 7, then cr and r induce the same global maps (Section 4). 
Finally, we show that for any alphabet 2, if f is a constant-to-one and onto 
global l-nap induced by a local map over Z, then f is induced by a local map which 
is right-adjacent [left-adjacent] to a leftmost- [rightmost]-permutive local map 
(Section 5). 
Throughout this paper our discussions are graph-theoretical. To prove the main 
results of Section 4, we develop properties of definite regular h-graphs over C 
with ICI= 2, based on results from the theory of definite automata due to Perles, 
Rabin, and Shamir [14]. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let A be a finite nonempty set. A sequence of finite length of elements of A is 
a sting over A. The sequence of length 0 is also a string and is denoted by A. For 
a string x, lg (x) denotes the length of x. The set of all strings over A is denoted 
by A*. For a non-negative integer n, A” is the se: of all strings of length n over 
A. For x, y EA*, xy denotes the string obtained by concatenating x and y. For 
subsets X, Y of A*, XY denotes the set {xy 1 x E X, y E Y}. Let n *O. Let 
x E A”A*. Then the string y such that lg (y) = n and x = yz [x = zy] for z E A*, is 
called the initiul [terminal] substring of length n of x and is denoted by l,(x) 
[t,(x)]. For Xc A”A*, we denote by i,,(X) [t,,(X)] the set (in(x) 1 x E X} 
c(t”c~> I x E xll. 
A graph (directed graph with labeled points and labeled arcs) G is defined to be 
a triple (P, A, 5) where P is a finite set of elements called points, A is a finite set 
of elements called arcs and (; is a mapping of A into P x P, which is called the 
incidence mapping of G. If c(u) = (u, U) for u E A and u, v E P, then u [o] is called 
the initial [terminal] endpoint of a and we say that u goes from u to o. We denote 
the initial [terminal] endpoint of an arc u by 3(u) [t(u)]. 
Let G = (Ft A, 5) be a graph. A string x = u1u2 l . l QP (p 2 1) over A with & E A 
(i = 1,. , . , p) is called a path of length p if t(q) = i(ui+l) for i = 1,. . . , p- 1. Let 
u = i(q) and ZJ = t(a,). Then u [v] is called the initial [terminal] endpoint of x and 
we say that x goes from u to U. We denote the initial [terminal] endpoint of a path 
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x by i(x) [t(x)]. Every point u of G is a path of length 0 whose initial [terminal3 
endpoint is u. The set of all paths in G is denoted by P(G). The set of all paths of 
length p (a 0) in G is denoted by @l(G). We note that !#P)( G) = AP n $P( G) for 
pal. 
Let c be a finite nonempty set of symbols called an alphabet. A A-graph1 over 
2 is a pair %f s (G, A) of a gtaph G and a mapping A : A + C where A is the arc 
St of G. G is called the .trcpyrorf f % For each arc Q of G, A(@ is calkd the 
A-Symbol Of a. g is tiled a A-ubgr8ment of G otxr 2. The mapping A is extended 
to a mapping A* : P(G) + 2? as follows. For each x E P(G), if lg (x) = 0, i.e., x is 
a point of G, then 
P(x)= A, 
and if x=ula2- u,, with aiEA (i=l,...,p), then 
A*(x) = A( 8 l l A(+). 
Throughout the remainder of this paper we assume that 2’ is an alphabet which 
contains a special symbol denoted by 0 and ICI2 2. 
Let Z denote the set of all integers. A configuration alter C is a function on Z to 
2. The set of all configurations over c is denoted by C(X). If CY EC(C) and i EZ, 
then a(i) will often be denoted by q. If a E C(Z) and {i E Z 1 ati + 0) is finite, then 
a is called a finite-confisuration ouer 2. The set of all finite-configurations over C 
is denoted by C,(S). 
Let n B 1. A mapping o: C” + C with ~(0”) = 0 is called a scope-n 2~~1 map 
over i& where 0” denotes the string ~JI~ l l l 6” with bi = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n. The set 
of all scope-n local maps over C is denoted by L(X, n). For UE L(S, n) and 
m ~2, we define a mapping feSrn : C(Z) --, C(C) by 
UAn(Q)h =d%8+iam+i+1 l ’ ’ am+i+n-1 ) (aEC(;E), iEZ). 
The mappings fosm, m ~2, are called the global maps of CT. Since ~(0”) = 0, 
f,.,(CF(X,)c CF(zl). Thus we can define a mapping f_,,, : C’,(Z)+ C&S) by 
f!,,,(a) = j”,*(a) (a e C#)). The mappings f&,, m E Z, are’cailed the global mczps 
on C&(X) of u. It is well-known that for any local map o, the global maps of c are 
onto if and only if the global maps on C,(X) of u are one-to-one [X5], if the 
global maps on C,(S) of a is onto, then they are one-to-one [I], a2d if the global 
maps of o are one-to-one, then the global maps on C&J of u are onto [15]. 
Therefore we consider the claqses of local maps defined below. 
Let n ZB 1. Let K(S, n) be all members in L(Z, n) whose slobal maps are onto. 
Let J(X, n) be all members in L(Z, n) whose global maps on C,(X) are one-to- 
one and onto. Let I@, n) be all members in L(Z, n) whose global maps are one- 
to-one rend onto. Let 
K(Z)= 5 KG, 4, J(X)= fi J(Z, n), 
n==l n=l 
and I(X) = bI I(Z n). 
n= 
1 A A-graph is a special case of a homomorphism between graphs. Generalizations of many of the 
notions in this section to homomorphisms of graphs are found in [la] arid 1133. 
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Let 15 be a positive integer. A mapping of a set A into a set B is h-to-one if for 
all x Ed, If’(x)1 = h. A mapping f is constunt-to-one if there exists a positive 
integer h such that f is h-to-one. It is known that if the global maps of a local 
map are constant-to-one, then they are onto [8]. Let H(& n) be all members in 
L(X, n) whose global maps are constant-to-one and onto. Let H(c) = 
UE=r I-i(S n). 
By the above, H(S) 9 J(s) c K(C). It follows from Theorems 14.9 and 16.3 of 
[S] and Corollary 1 of [lo] that H(X) M(C) = I(s). 
Let n 2 1. The stting-graph of length n over C is the graph G’,“)= (2?, C”, C) 
where f is given by c(x) = (i&x), t&x)) (x d”). (This type of graph is 
well-known due to deBrijn [4].) A A-stting-graph of length n over G is a A-graph 
(G(r”), A) over C. For WE L(S, n), a A-string-graph (G(r”), A) is called the A-sting- 
graph of 0 and is denoted by G$‘)[o] if A(x) = W(X) for each x EC”. Clearly, 
every A-string graph ( Gz , w A) with A(0”) = 0 is the A-string graph of a unique 
local map in L(Z, n). Thus G$‘)[ CT] is a graphical representation of CT E L(& n). 
A A-graph 9l= (G, A) over C is regular [backward regular (abbreviated b- 
regular)] if for each point u of G and for each b E C thtire exists exactly one arc a 
going from [to] u with A(a) = 6. 
Let cry L(2, n) with n 3 1. The local map CT is rightmost- [leftmost]-pmnutiue if 
o-(ua) Z a(ub) [a(m) f a(bu)] for each u E ZnW1 and for each distinct o, b E C. It 
is well-known that if (r is rightmost- [leftmost]-permutive, then OE K(C). It is 
obvious that a is rightmost- [leftmost]-permr _ive if and only if Gg)[cr] is regular 
[b-regular). Howevtor, there exist many local maps in K(Z) whose A-string-graphs 
are neither regular nor b-regular. But it will be shown that every local map in 
K(T) can be represented by a regular [b-regular] A-graph which is a natural 
generalization of a regular [b-regular] A-string-graph. 
For ws L(;C, n) with n 3 1, the extension of c is the mapping CT*: F’-‘Z* + C* 
defined by 
where a,~2 (i=l,...,m+n-lj. 
Let a~ L(2, n) with n 2 1. For each UE X”-’ and for each x E Z*, we deflne 
subsets ,C,(U, X) and JZ& U) of X”-’ as follows. 
&(i& x) ={t,,- l(y) 1 y E ~n-l+lg(x), i&y) E U, and o*(y) = x), 
lC,(X, U) = {i,-l(y) 1 y E zn-l+‘g(x), t&y) e U, and o*(y) = x). 
For UEC~-’ and x&*, we denote ,C,(W, x) LC,b,M)l by K,b9 4 
[,C,(x, u)]. A subset U of 2Y1 ’ 1s called a right [left] compatible s t of a if there 
exist u E P-l and x&X* such that U=,C,(u, x) [U=,C,(x, u)]. For UC~‘-’ 
and x E Z*, we also define 
&(U, ~)={yE~“-*+‘~(~)(i,-~(y)E U, a*(y)=x) 
,B,(& u) = {y E zn-*+‘tix) 1 t,-,(y) E u o*(y) = x). 
The following theorem is a reformulation of a theorem of L. . Welch in [S] 
(Theorem 14.4 of [8j). 
l&tom0 1. Let oE L(Z, n) with n a 1. Then the following statements are 
eqdioaknt. 
(1) a~ K(S). 
(2) For each muxirrual right [Ieft] compatible set U of cr and for each x ES*, 
rcbw9 XI K&9 WI is a maximal right [kjt] computible set of tr. 
(3) There exists a p&tiue integer R(u) [L(u)] such that for every maximal right 
[left] compatible set U and for evev x E S’, 
proof, It follows from Lemma 2 of [lo] that (1) implies (2). From Theorem a 
(see (2) and (4) in it) of [lo], it follows that if a E K(S), then for any right 
[left] compatible set U of u, there exist no distinct x1, x+ P-lx* such that 
im-l(x& U [t&x& U] for i = 1,2, h*(xJ = hS(x2), and t,,-1(x,) == t,,Jx2) 
[1,-M = h-1(x2)1. Hence kAJ%AV, x))l = Jr&N4 x>l &--dA(x, UN\ = 
J&3& U)l] for any x E P. Therefore, since a_l($&( U, x)) = .C,( U, x) 
~,_,(J?,(x, U)) = &&, U)] for any x E Z*, it follows from Lemma 2 of [lo] that 
(1) implies (3). It follows from Theorem a (see (1) and (4) in it) of [lo] that each 
of (2) and (3) implies (1). 0 
For a local map u in K(Z), the number R(u) [L(cr)] as in the above theorem is 
called the right [left] index of u. Theorem 14.9 of [S] states that for a E K(Z, n), 
IXln-*/R(u)L(u) = inf If&(~)1 (m E 2). 
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Let UE K(Z, n) with n B 1. We denote by *%a [&I the set of all maximal right 
[left] compatible set of a. We define 
We call $B- La,,] the right [left] bundle-set of KT. 
We define the right bundle-graph of u as the graph $$, = @Zm, &,, ,&.,) where 
,J& is the set of all pairs (U, ,&( U, a)) with UE $?- and a E X, and & : ,941, + 
& x & is defined by 
,Jb-((U,,B,(U,a)))=(U,,C,(U,a)) (UE,%~, a&Z). 
(Note that by Theorem I, ,5, is well-defined.) The right A-bundle-gruj$t of o is 
the A-graph $$, = (*So, &) over 2 such that 
JJW, ,J%W 0) = a W@L a EJ9. 
Similarly, the left bundle-gmph of CT is the graph & = (&,, ,J&, ,&) where ,sl(, 
is the set of all pairs (iBo(u, U), U) with U’E&, and a E Z, and ,& :&, -3 
(& x $,) is defined by 
&((U,&,(U, a))=(,C,(a, U), U) (UM&, =Z). 
The left h-bundle-graph of a is the A-graph ,@, = (&, ,hQ) over C such that 
We define a mapping B:,&” --, ,& by 
BW,J%W a)))=,BJU, a) (UC&,, ad). 
Analogously, a mapping B l d . , o + ,58, is defined. For an arc E of ,S, I;&], B(E) 
[g(E)] is called the bundle of E. 
Thus each arc of $3, [&I is a pair (U, X) of its initial endpoint U and its 
bundle X [a pair (X, U) of its bundle X and its terminal endpoint U]. We remark 
that the terminal [initial] endpoint of an arc with bundle X is t&X) D&X)] in 
& 1;a 
For pa 0, we define 
and 
Note that ,a:) = r%u [,9?:) = &I, ,@,? = $8_ LSer)=,&j. We let #,?= 
U Fxo .a$‘) and ,@?= UFzO ,3$?. 
The mapping B defined above is extended to a mapping B* :S(&) + ,a:) as 
follows. Let %: be a path in & If lg (2) = 0, then ZE &. In this case B*(Z) = 2. 
If 2 is a path of length pa 1, then 2 is of the form Et& l l l 4 where 
Ei = (Ui, ,Bu( Ui, a,)) (i = 1, . . . , p) and U =rCm(Ui-l, ai-1) (i = 2, . . . , p) for some 
U1 E,‘&, and a,, a2,. . . , 
B* is onto. 
a,& We define B*(Z)=,B,,(U,, alu2.. l a& Clearly 
Analogously an onto mapping B* : 9(,S,) + ,@f? is defined. For a path 2 in $a 
c,xJ B*(z) m*(al is called the bundle of 2. 
It is easily seen that $3’ LS,,] is strongly connected (Proposition 1 of [lo]). By 
definition, $& [,%=I is regular [b-regular] A-graph over C. Each of $$, and ,3& is a 
graphical representation of o, because ach of ,9?& and #& uniquely determines a. 
A local map (B is rightmost- [leftmost]-permutive if and only if R(o) = 1 
[L(V) = l] (Lemma 17.1 of Es]). Let 0 be a rightmost- [leftmost]-permutive local 
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Fig. 1. ‘he right and left bundle-grab s ,Sm and & of al. 
map in L(& n). Then 
.%~={{U})UE~“-‘} L%w={{u}I UEF-‘}I, 
r@P = {b) 1 x 45 m LK = w 1 x E a, 
and B:,d, +,& @:,90, + &.,] is one-to-one and onto. Hence we can identify 
& LS,) with GF). Therefore $I_ L%,,] is a regular [b-regular] h-assignment of 
G(m) 2. 
Thus, the concept of a right [left] A-bundle-graph is a generalization of that of a 
regular [b-regular] h-string-graph. 
w 1. Fig. 1 illustrates the right and left bundle-graphs J,, and & of a 
local map* al in K(& 4) with C = (0, 1) which is given by Table 1. Each directed 
line represents an arc of & I;&,]. Each point in the figure represents a point of 
Table 1 
1000 0 0 1 1 
1001 0 0 1 1 
1100 0 0 1 1 
1101 0 0 1 1 
1010 1 1 0 0 
1011 1 1 0 0 
1110 1 1 0 0 
1111 1 1 0 0 
* The local map a , was given in Amoroso and Patt [2] as one of the four nontrivial elements of I(E, 4) 
with 2 = (0,l). 
E 
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Fig. 2. The right and left h-bundle-graphs rrS, and ,g, of ul. 
&, [&,]. Qn each directed line, the bundle of the corresponding arc is written. 
Note that in & [&] an arc with bundle X goes to [from] tj(X) p,(X)]. Hence, 
an arc with bundle X going from [to] a point to [from] which an arc with bundle Y 
goes, is M’h3, X) C(X MY))1 in Se, L&J~ 
In Fig. 2, the right and left A-bundle-graphs $*, and ,s8,, of cq are illustrated. 
They are the same as ,S,, and &,, respectively, except that they have A-symbols 
added to the arcs. 
2. An interconnection of local maps in K(C) 
Let n, k 2 1. A graph S is called a @ht [ reft] bundle-graph of length n and index 
k over C if S = ,S,, [S = &] for some UE K(X, n) with R[a]= k [L(o) = k]. We 
denote by @$5, n) [@,(X, n)] the set of all right [left] bundle-graph of length n 
over C. Let G+(X) = UEsl cP,(Z, n) and let a,(X)= Utal QzI(Z, n). 
Generally, many local maps in K(Z) have the same right or left bundle-graph. 
For example, all rightmost- [leftmost]-permutive local maps in L(Z, n) have Gt’ 
as their common right [left] bundle-graph. Also, local maps q, 0,. a3 and a4 
given in Table 1 have the same right bundle-graph. 
Two local maps o and T in K(Z) are right-adjacent [Iejf-atijacent] if $‘, = & 
[& t= &I. For a right [left] bundle-graph S and a local map c E K(S), a is 
incident to S if S =,S, [S = &]. 
Let S = (%, Se, 5) be a right [left] bundle-graph and let cr be a local map incident 
to S. We define B(S) = $&, [a(S) = &,], B@)(S) = ,9?4$’ [Se(p)(S) =#8$‘)] (pa0), 
and B(*)(S) = ,BF’ [a(*)(S) = ,@?J. Clearly, &hese definitions are well-defined, 
that is, independent ofchoice of a local map Q incident o S. Also, the mappings 
B:d-+4B(S) &f+s)(S)] and B*:P(S)-+W)(S) @*:9(S)+ S(*)(S)] are 
well-defined by the definitions in the preceding section. In fact, for a path 
z= (U1, Xr)(Uz, &) l l * cv, xp) cz= WI, WfX2, 4) l l l (x;I1 &)I of SE 
(pI(C, n) [SE d+(Z, n)] with Ui E (8 and x1 G §W) (i = 1, l l . 9 p), B*(Z) [iii*(z)] is 
thesetofallstringsofthefonnb,*~*b,-~+,wirhb,~~(i=l,...,n-l++p)such 
that ~!J~*~B~+,_~EX~ for all j=l,..-, p. Alternatively we may define 9B(p)(S) = 
B*@‘(“)(S)) [#J@)(S) =iib*(9’*‘(S))] and Se’*)(S) =B’@‘(S)) [481’*‘(S) =%*(9(S))]. 
Renmk 1. A right [left] bundle-graph S is uniquely determined by Se(S). 
Roof. Let S=& for aeK(2,n). Then 98(S)=GB,,(U,a)l U~,%,.,,ad}. For 
each U e & and a E J& &,( U, a) = tn_#3J U, a)). Since S is strongly connected, 
& = bc( U, a) 1 U E&, a e 2). Hence & is uniquely determined by B(S). S is 
given by S = (%, JI!?, &) where V = ,$,,&sthesetof allpairs(U,X)of Uf% and 
XE B(S) such that U =i,_,(X), and 5: &+ %’ x (& is given by c(( U* X)) = 
(U,&_#C)) ((U, X)E d). Thus S is uniquely determined by Se(S). 
The proof of the second reading is similar. Cl 
For a right [left] bundle-graph S, 3(S) is called the bundle-set of S. 
Let S =(%, .I& 5) be a member of @*(X, n) [Qil(X, n)]. A regular [b-regular] 
A-graph 46 = (S, A) is called an admissible A-assignment of S if A : d + 2 satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(i) A(E) = 0 for each arc E of S with B(E)sO” m(E) 30’1. 
(ii) For each two arcs E and E’ with A(E) # &E’), B(E)nB(E’) = ff 
@i(E) n&E’) = $81. 
propoeition 1. LetSE ar(ZP n) [SE 4$(X, n)]. Then a regular [b-regular] A-graph 
% = ($ A) over C is Q right [kjt] A-bundle-graph of a local map irt K(Z) if and only 
if %f is an admissible A-assignment of S. 
R&. First reading. Since S E a@, n), there exists o E K(Z, n) with S = & Let 
9!l =(S, A) be a regular A-graph over C. 
If % = *gP for p E K(& n), then clearly c9 is admissible. 
Assume that g is admissible. We define 7 : C” --3 C as fo’t*ows. Let x E 2. Then 
there exists an arc E of S with x em(E). (For an arc E = (U, ,&(U, a(x))), 
B(E) = $J U, o(x)) 3 x, where U is a maximal right compatible set of (T contain- 
ing i,&).) Define T(X) = A(E). Then since 98 is admissible, T is well-defined (by 
condition (ii) for admissibility) and ~(0~) =0 (by condition (i) for admissibility). 
Henc : TE L(X, n). 
I I %* ,2&, = (S, A’). Since %?l and $& are regular, for each u E Xnml and for any 
path L whose initial endpoint i(Z) contains u, we have 
,G(u, A*(Z)) = ,C,,(% (A’)*(Z)). 
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Consider any right compatible set ,C(u, X) of r where u E 2”” and x EC*. Since 
3 is regular, there exists a path 2 of S with i(2) 3 u such that h*(Z) = x. Hence 
,C,(W, X) = ,C,(u, A*(Z)) =,C.,(u, (A’)*(Z)) by the above. Thus any right compati- 
ble set of 7 is a right compatible set of 0. 
$imilarly, any right compatible set of CT is a right comlsatible set of 7. Hence we 
have & = $$,. 
It follows that ,a,( U, h(E)) = ,&( U, A’(E)) for each point UE ,vW = $& and for 
each arc E of S with i(E) = U. Thus .t follows that rS; = S so that l%#T = G6. 
The proof of the second reading is similar. 0 
Thus all local maps incident to a right [left] bundle-graph S are obtained by 
determining all regular [b-regular] admissible A-assignments of S. For example, 
the local maps given in Table 1 are obtained by determining all regular admissible 
h-assignments of $!&. Determining all regular [b-regular] admissible A- 
assignments of a right [left] bundle-graph S is especially easy if S has the 
following property. 
A right [left] bundle-graph S = (%, Se, 6) is disjoint if for any distinct U, VE %, 
un v= 8. 
It is clear that if a right [left] bundle-graph S is disjoint, B: SQ + a(S) 
[&Sa --, 3(S)] and lB* : 9(S) + i@(*)(S) [fi* : S(S) --, i#*)(S)] are one-to-one and 
onto. 
The right [left] bundle-graphs Gg), n 2 1, are disjoint. Another example of ci 
disjoint right bur-lle-graph will be shown later (cf. Fig. 4). 
If S is a disjoint right [left] bundle-graph, then condition (ii) for admissibility is 
satisfied for every A-assignment of S. If S is a disjoint right [left] bundle-graph of 
length n of index I over C with 1X1= k, then S has V-‘/l points in all. Thus the 
following corollary follows from Proposition 1. 
CmoUary 1. If S is a disjoint right [left] bundle-graph of length n and index 1 ooer 
22 with IXI= k, then the number of local maps incident to S is 
Generally, many local maps in K(X) are both right-adjacent and left adjacent. 
For example, if n 3 2, then there exist (l/k)(M(k))k”-’ both rightmost-permutive 
and leftmost-permutive local maps in L(X, n) and they are incident to right 
bundle-graph Gp’ and left bund!e-graph G$“, where M(k) is the number of Latin 
squares of order k. But if R(o)L(o) = lZl”-’ for a local map o in K(Z, n), then a 
local map incident to ,S, and ,Sa is almost unique in case 12123 and is unique in 
case 1X1= 2. It is known that for any local map u in .I(.E, n), R(o)L(o) = IXInW1 
(Corollary 1 of [lo]). 
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‘komn 2. Let a, 7~ K(& n) with II 2 1 such thot R(o)L(cr) = R($L(r) = IzI”-‘. 
Then u ~lrd T are both right-adjacent and left-adjacent if and only if there exis;s 
p E I(X, 1) i.e., a pmnutation p on C with p(O) = 0, such that 0 = 7 b p. 
Rd. Assume that o and T are elements of K(& n) such that 0 = 7. p with 
PE I(S, 1). Then for each u E 2Y1 and x E 2% ,C,(u, p*(x)) = ,C,(u, x) because 
p”: J?@ --) s* is one-to-one and onto. Hence it follows that $&, = $I*. Furtk;r- 
more, for each UE ,%- and a E Z, &( V, p(a)) = *BT( U, a). Thus, & = &. Simi- 
larly we have ,!&, = & 
Assume that ,S, = & and & = $,. Then raw = 19BT and ,??, = ,98,. 
show that there exists a permutation p on C such that for all ire & (= $$) and 
42 E 2, ,&(U, 9(a)) = ,B,(U, a). 
Let VE ,$ (= &) be fixed. We define p : 2’ -+ C as follows. For each a E Z, 
p(a) = b where b is an element of C such that J3Jc1, V) = ,B,(b, V). The mapping 
p is well-defined and is a permutation on C because #& and $!& are b-regular 
h-graphs over C. 
Let Ue& and let a E 2. Let b = p(a). Assume that ,B,(U, a) =,B,( U, b’) for 
b’d with b# b’. Then since rB,((U, b)n,B,(U, b’)=0, ,B,(U, b)n,B,(U, a)=@ 
Since &(b, V) =,B,(a, V), ,C,(b, V) = ,CT(a, V). Let V’= ,C,@, V). Then by 
Theorem 1, V’E ,‘8,. Since R(u)L(o) = ISl”-*, it follows from Theorem 3 of [lo] 
that there exists UEZ”-’ with u E Un V’. Since u E~C~(~, V) =,CJa, V), there 
exists x EC” such that in&)= u, u(x)= b, and T(X) = Q. Since u E U, it follows 
that x E ,B,( U, b) n,B,( U, a), which is a contradiction. 
Therefore we have shown that for any UE & (= r%T) and a E 2, 
,B,(U p(d) =,B,(U 4. 0 
&we 2. Fig. 3 illustrates the interconnection of all local maps TAB 7. in 
K(& 3) with 2 = (0, 1). Local maps rA- q are given by Table 2. Local maps ?J - ?. 
are the reverses of ~A~TF, respectively. (For a local map T E L(Z, n), the reverse 5
of 7 is a local map in L(X, n) defined by F(alaz- l 9 G)= T(u,,G,,__~ l l l a,) 
(a 19. . . , a,, E S).) Each vertex labelled r [l] represents a right [left] bundle-graph. 
The number written at each vertex is the index of the corresponding bundle- 
graph. Each local map is represented by an edge which joins the two vertices 
Fig. 3. Tire mterconnection diagram for the local maps in KG, 3) with 2 = (0, 1). 
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Table 2 
000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
001 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
010 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
011 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
100 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
101 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
110 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
111 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
corresponding to the right and left bundle-graph to which the local map is 
incident. 
Now we consider another type of relation between local maps in K(Z). It is 
well-known that G$‘+‘) is constructed from G’,“’ as the line graph (digraph) of 
G$) (e.g., F. Harary [7]). We generalize this construction and introduce the 
notion of “line-bundle-graph”. We define first a more general notion of “path- 
bundle-graph”. 
Let SE a&Z). Then S = ,S, for some (7 E K(Z). Let p30. The path-bundle- 
graph of length p of S, denoted by P(S), is defined as the graph (JI$‘l, 4, Q 
where JZ$, is the set of all pairs (X, Y) of XE ,Se$) and YE JB!cJ’+~) of the form 
X=,B,(U,x) and Y=,B,(U,xa) (UE,%~, xZIP, a~x), and Q:4+ 
,9$)x ,S$‘) is given by 
For SE a,(Z), the path-bundle-graph lp(S) of length p of S is defined analog- 
ously. 
The above definition of P(S) is well-defined, that is, independent of choice of 
local map o incident to S. For we can define Ip(S) more formally. For SE a#, n) 
I3 f @dZ 41, lpW = (@p)6), 9%, &J w ere h JZ$ is the set of all pairs (X, Y) 
[(Y, X)] of XE W’)(S) [YE 3(p+1)(S)] and YE $W+l)(S) [XG Se(W)] such that 
XBi n_l+p(Y) [X=$,_,,,(Y)] and ~~:~~-*~(p)(S)~sB(p)(S) is given by 
Let rr E I.(Z, m) and T E L(Z, n) with m, n 3 1. The composite a ‘7 is defined to 
be the local map in L(Z, m + n - 1) such that a 9 T(X) = T(Q*(x)) (x E sn+n-l). It is 
obvious that for any jy i E 2, fe,i l fi,j = fe.+.i+p 
Ra~po&ion 2+ Let WE K(Z, n) with n Z= 1. Let T be a rightmost-permutive 
[leftmost- permutive ] local map in L(Z, p + 1) with p 20. Let p = o l T. Then 
&- = P(&) [,SP = P(& jj. 
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Proof. First reading. Clearly, p E K(Z, p + n). 
Let XE,@$ Then there exist UE,%, and XE Cp such that X= ,B,(U, x). 
Since U is a right compatible set of a, there exist w E C”‘l and y EC* such that 
U= &(u, y). Let 0 E ZS Then it follows that ,C,(uu, T*(v*(uu)~x)) =) J3@( U, x). 
Hence a maximal compatible set Y of p containing ,C,(uu, ~*(a*(vw)yx)) con- 
tains X. Thus we have shown that (i) for each XE,@~), there exists YE &, such 
that Y 3X. 
Conversely, let YE,%,,. Then there exist w E Cp+“-l and x EC* such that Y = 
,C,(w, x). Since 7 is rightmost-permutive, there exists a unique y E Z* such that 
~*(a*(w)‘y) = x. It follows that Y c &( V, t,(a*(w)y)) where V = J’&,_l( w), 
i,,&o*(w)y)). Let V’ be a maximal right compatible set containing V. Then 
Ye J3J V’, $(a*(w)y)). Hence, (ii) for each YE &, there exists XE $B$‘) such 
that Y cX. 
Since by Theorem 1, all elements in & have the same cardinality and so are all 
elements in $8, , w it follows from (i) and (ii) that $I$‘) = &,. 
For each x E 2‘5 define T= : C + C by ~~(a) =T(XCZ) (aE 2). Since T is rightmost- 
permutive, q is one-to-one and onto. For each UE ,%_, x E P, and a E C, we 
have 
,&(U xa)={yEr+p 1 4l+p-l(yk,&(u 4, a”(y)= xu} 
'{Y EC”+P t L+,_,(Y)@trw9 4, p(y) = 7,(a)) 
= *B,GB,(U XL TX(U)). 
Thus, since any element of l%P is written as .B,( U, x) for some UE ,%& and 
x E Zp, it follows that Ip(&) =& (Cf. the definitions of Ip(&) and ,S,.) 
The proof of the second reading is similar. Cl 
By the above proposition, for each SE @#T, n) [SE @,(Z, n)] with n a 1 and for 
each p ,O, Ip(S)e ar(Z, n +p) [ZP(S)e cPl(Z, n +p)]. We define a mapping 
1: @$(s) U q(s) + er(s) U q(X) by I(S) = I’(S) (SE a,(Z) U G,(Z)). It is easy to 
see that IUP( = Ip+‘(S) for SE #+(s) U e,(Z) and ~20. For SE @Q) U e,(X), 
I(S) is called the fine-bundle-grupit of S. Note that the right [left] bundle-graph 
G’,” +I) is the line-bundle-graph of a right [left] bundle-graph @) (n 2 0). 
As shown by Proposition 2, for each SE @r(x) [a,(Z): and for each ~30, all 
local maps p of the form p = a 9 T where Q is a local map incident to S and T is a 
rightmost- [leftmost]-permutive local map in L(Z, p + l), are incident to l’(S). 
Generally, more local maps are incident to Ip(S). For example, Fig. 4 illustrates 
I(&) in the same way as Fig. 1 illustrated &. As stated before, four local maps 
are incident to &, in all. Since I(&) is disjoint, it follows from Corollary 1 that 
2’ local maps are incident to Q$$,,) in all. If S is a disjoint right [left] bundle- 
graph of length n and index i over C with I-Cl = k, then (l/k)(k!)k”‘p-‘!i local maps 
are incident to Ip(S). This follows from the following obvious proposition and 
Corollary 1. 
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Proposition 3. If S is a disjoint right [left] bundle-graph, then Z(S) is disjoint. 
\ AkP 
Fig. 4. The line-bundle graph of &. 
For each local map o, let CT’ be the identity mapping of C onto C and let 
u ‘+I = o(H) for pao. 
Let SJ&] be the local map in L(Z, 2) such that S,(ab) = b [&(ab) = a] for a, b E C. 
Then 6, [S,] is rightmost- [leftmost]-permutive. Thus it follows from Proposition 2 
that for each CT E K(X) and p >O, we can write P(&) = &,[l*(,S,,) = ,S,] where 
p = (or l 6: [p = (T l &‘I. Thus for 0; T E K(Z) and p 2 0, I*(&) = TST [I*(&) = &] if 
and only if CT l 6: [CT l &‘I and T are right- [left]-adjacent. 
Fig. 5. The interconnection diagram for the local maps in U zc 1 K(Z, n) with Z = (0, 1). 
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Note that for u E L(X, n) and p*O, a l 6; [a l Sfl has left [right] dummy scope 
p, that is, u l @(xy) = a(y) [a l Sp(yx) = a(y)] for all x E 2’ and y E C”. Obviously, 
if ~=o+[p=a+fl, thenf,,=f,.,+,Cf,,=~~,,]for FEZ. 
Euparplc 3. The interconnection diagram for the local maps in U3,tl K(Z, re) with 
Z’ = (0, 1) is illustrated by Fig. 5. In the same way as in Fig. 3, the vertices labeled 
r [I] represent right [left] bundle-pphs, the number written at each vertex is the 
index of the bundle-graph represented by the vertex, and each edge represents a
local map and joins the two vertices corresponding to the right and left bundle- 
graphs of the local map. Each directed line goes from a vertex representing aright 
[left] bundle-graph S to the vertex representing its line-bundle-graph C(Sj. We 
denote by u. the unique local map in I(& 1). Compare Fig. 5 with Fig. 3. 
In this section, we give a characterization of the A-bundle-graphs of the local 
maps in J(s) and show that a well-known theorem due to N.G. deBruijn is 
useful to enumerate all local maps in J(Z) incident to the line-bundle-graph of 
a disjoint bundle-graph for binary case. 
Let G = (P, A, 5) be a graph and let A’c A. The subgraph of G induced by A’ is 
the graph G’ = (P’, A’, 6’) where P’ is the set of all points u E P such that either 
i(a)= w or t(a)=u for some arc a in A’., and ~‘:A’-+P’xP’ is given by 
c’(a) = [(a) (a E A’). If P = P, then G’ span G. A graph G = (P, A, 6) is called an 
in-tree [out-free] with a root 4~ P if for any point u of G: there exists a 
unique path from u [uo] to u. [u]. 
Theorem 3. Let S = (%, d, 5) be a member of @(Z, n) [@@, n)] (n 3 1). Let 
3 = (S, A) be an admissible regulcrr [b-regular] dssignment of S. Then % is the right 
[left] A-bundle-graph of a local map in J(Z) if and only if % satisfies the following 
conditions. 
(i) There exists an arc E. such that the bundle X0 of E. contains 0” and the 
subgraph of the string-graph G$‘) induced by X0-{On} is an out-tree [in-tree] with 
root 0”“. 
(ii) Let do be the set of all arcs E with A(E) = 0. Then the subgraph TC induced 
by do - {Eo) of S is a spanning in-tree [out-tree] of S with root V, where 
U. = i(E,) = t(E,). 
aloof. Assume that S = ,S, and 9l= $_ for a~ J(zI, n). Let U0 = rCa(On-*, Op) 
with p = IZI”-‘. Then by Corollary 1 of [lo], Uoe $,,. Let X0 = $?,,( &, 0). Let 
E. = ( Uo, X0). Then, from Lemma 6 of [lo], condition (i) is satisfied. 
Let U be any element of $,,. Then it follows from Theorem 2 (cf. (4) in it) of 
[lo] that rC,( U, Oq) = U. for some q 2 0. Thus since ,9!& is regular, To as in the 
theorem is a spanning in-tree of $, with root U,. Hence condition (ii) is satisfied. 
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Conversely assume that 9 = (S, A) is an admissible regular A-assignment satisfy- 
ing conditions (i) and (ii). Let U0 = t,,_,(X,). Then condition (i) implies that arc & 
is a loop with i(E,) = t(E,) = UO. Since % is an admissible regular A-assignment of 
S, by Proposition 1 we can define 7 E K(Z, n) such that for each x E Z”, T(X) = 
A(E) if x E B(E) for an arc E of S. Since h(E,) = 0 and 3 is regular, it follows 
from condition (i) that &(O”-I, Oe) = U0 with p = lzllm-‘, so that ,~(Onwl, OP) is a 
maximal compatible. set. Hence it follows from Theorem 1 that &JO”-*, 0%) is a 
point of S for every x&Z*. Thus it follows from condition (ii) that for each 
XX*, 
rc,ww-‘9 OPx), 09) = u, 
where 4 is the number of points of S. This implk. that for each x E z1*, 
rc7(0n-1, 0%) nlcT(Oqp on-l) f g 
because U0 3 O”? Therefore it follows from Lemma 5 of [lo] that vz J(X). 
The proof of the first reading of the theorem is completed. The proof of the 
second reading is similar. q 
Cor&uy 2. Let S bt a disjoint right [left] bundle-graph of length n of index i over 
2. Let S satisfy condition (i) in Theorem 3. Let M be the number of all spanning 
in-trees [out-trees] with root UO where UO = i(E,) = t(E,) with EO as in condition 
(i) in Theorem 3. Then the number of all local maps in J(X, n) incident to S is 
equal to M((# l)!)’ where j = IZ(“-‘Ii. 
Proof. Since S is disjoint, any regular [b-regular] A-assignment (S, A) of S with 
A(E,) = 0 is admissible. Thus the corollary follows from Theorem 3. 0 
For a graph G, a circuit3 which passes through each arc of G exactly once is 
called an eukian circuit. If S is a disjoint right [left] bundle-graph over Z$, then S 
is strongly connected and for each point U of S, the number of arcs going to U 
and the number of arcs going from U are respectively equal to 1x1. Thus from the 
well-known theorem, S has an eularian circuit. From the well-known relation 
between spanning in-trees [out-trees] and eularian circuits of an eularian graph 
(e.g., C. Berge [3, p. 240]), Theorem 3, and Corollary 2, we have the following 
corollary. 
CoroIIaty 3. For any disjoint right [left] bundle-graph S, if there exists a local map 
in J(Z) incident o S, then there exists a one-to-one correspondence b tween the local 
maps in J(Z) iwident to S and the eulan’an circuits of S. Especially, there exists a 
3 A path of length >O is called a circuit if its initial and terminal endpoints are the same and it does 
not pass through the same arc more than once. 
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one-to-one correspondence b tween the rightmost-[leftmost]-pertnutive scop+n 
local maps in 3(C, n) and the eulatian circuits of Gg). 
Emmpk 4. Using the matrix tree theorem for digraphs (cf. 17, p. 204]), we know 
that I($&) has 16 eularian circuits. Hence 16 in 2“ local maps incident to I(&,) 
are elements of 3(Z) with C = (0, 1). 
Let G = (P1 A, 4) be a graph. Then the line graph 0 of G is defined as the 
graph & = (A, A, {) where A is the set of all pairs (a, b) of a, b E A such that 
t(a) = i(b), and f : A + A x A is given by &z, b)) = (a, b) ((a, b) E k). 
Let S = (V, s&, 4)~ Qi,(Z; n). Then f(S) = (a(S), J&, &) (see the definition of 
1(S)). Let S be disjoint. Then each arc (U, X) ( UE V, X E 9(S)) of S is unique for 
X. Let 8:;9?1-*dr be the mapping such that e(((U, X), (V, Y))) = (X, 2) where 2 is 
the element of Sec2’(S) such that 2 = B*(( V, X)( V, Y)). Clearly 0 is one-to-one 
and onto. Hence 1(S) is isomorphic to S. 
Similarly, for a disjoint left bundle-graph S, Z(S) is isomorphic to S. 
theorem (deBruijn [4]). Let G be a graph such that for every point u s~f G, there 
exist two am going to u and two arcs going from u. Let M be the number of all 
eularian circuits of G. Then the number of all eularian circuits of the line graph G of 
G is 2”-’ M where m is the number of all points of G. Especially, the number of all 
eularian circuits of Ggl with 1X(= 2, is 22*-‘-n. 
Theorem 4. Let S be a disjoint right [left] bundle-graph of length n of index i over 
22 = (0, 1). Let p 3 0. Then if the number of all local maps in J(X) incident o S is 
M, then the number of all local maps in J(X) incident to lp(S) is 
where j = 2”-‘/i. 
Roof. First we note that for a disjoint right [left] bundle-graph S, there exist 
local maps in J(s) incident to S if and only if S satisfies condition (i) in Theorem 
3. It is easy to see that for any right [left] bundle-graph 3, S satisfies condition (i) 
in ?heorem 3 if and only if I(S) satisfies the condition. Hence the result follows 
from the theorem of deBruijn, Corollary 3, Proposition 3, and the fact that I(S) is 
isomorphic to S for any disjoint bundle-graph S. q 
CoroMary 4. Let 1X1= 2 and let n A > 1. Then the number of all rightmost- [leftmosr]- 
pemutive local maps in J(X, n) is 
22n-1-n_ 
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In [8], GA. Hedlund has shown *that in case ISi = 2, there exists no nontrivial 
rightmost- [leftmost]-permutive local map in I(Z) (Theorem 6.9 of [8]). In this 
section, we generalize this result using a characterization of the local maps in I(Z) 
presented in [lo] and properties of binary definite regular [b-regular] A-graphs. 
First we state some definitions and results which are fundamental in the present 
and next sections. 
The concept of a definite table of an automaton has been introduced by M. 
PerEes, M.O. Rabin, and E. Shamir [14]. We state +&‘- An terms of A-graphs. 
Let % = (GV A) be a regular [b-regular] h-graph c er 2. For p 2 0, g is weakly 
p-definite if for any two paths x1 and x2 of length F n G, h*(q) = h*(x2) implies 
t(q) = t(x2) [i(q) = i(x2)]. % is O-definite if % is weakly O-definite. For pa 1, 3 is 
p-definite if VI is weakly p-definite but not weakly (p- I)-definite. 3 is definite if 
% is p-definite for some p 20. 
Let SE a&Z, n j [SE @,(Z, rt)] with n a 1. For p 30, S is weakly p-mergible if 
for any XE @‘)(S), all strings in X have the same initial [terminal] substring of 
length n - 1. S is O-mergible if S is weakly 0-mergible. For p 3 1, S is p-mergible 
if S is weakly p-mergible but not weakly (p - I)-mergible. S is mergible if S is 
mergible for some p 20. 
Theorem 5 ([ 1O]).4 Let (+ E K(Z). Then CTE H(Z) if and only if both &, and &, ore 
mergibfe. 
It is Known that if a E fl(X, n), then f&,, (m E 2) is h-to-one where h = 
ICI”-‘/R(a)L(o). (Cf. Theorem 16.3 of [8].) 
Thorem 6 ([lo]).’ Let UEK(Z‘, n) with n3 1. Let ~30. Then $I0 [,&,] is 
p-definite if and only if & [&] is p-mergible and R(o)L(o) = jZJ”-l. 
Note that the above theorem implies that for a mergible right [left] bundle- 
graph S, ,Y& [r%,,] is definite for every local map v incident to S with R(o)L(o) = 
ISI “-I. Moreover, if a and 7 with t(a)= L(7) [R(o)= R(T)] is right-adjacent 
[left-adjacent], then for any p 20, ,3,, [$&J is p-definite if and only if &??r [$&I is 
p-definite. 
Theorem 7 ([lo])? Let u E K(2). 7lten a E I(X) if and only if both ,3& and ,%” are 
definite. 
Now we study some properties of definite regular h-graphs over C with ICI = 2. 
First we state some notions and results on definite tables of automata from [14], in 
terms of h-graphs. 
4 An extension of the theorem is found in [13]. 
5 An r\xtension of the theorem is found in [ 137. 
6 An e.rtension of the theorem is found in [13]. 
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Let % =(G, A) with G = (P, A, 6) be a regular A-graph over C. Two point:; 
u, u E P are one-equiu&mt if t(a) = t(6) for any two arcs a, 6 E A such thaz 
i(a) = u, i(b) = u, and A(a) = A(b). For two distinct one-equivalent points u, u E l$ 
if any, we detiae the conttacted A-graph <i9[u, ]of g with respect to u and u as the 
A-graph over C obtained from 48 by deleting u together with all arcs going from 2’ 
and making all arcs going to u go to u without changing the A-symbols of the arcs. 
Formally, g[u, u] is given as follows. Let V be the set of all arcs of %!I going from v 
and let W be the set of all arcs going to u that are not contained in V, Let 
G’ = (P’, A’, 4’) where P’ = P-(u), A’ = A - V and 5’: A’-- P’ x P’ is defined as 
follows. For CI EA’- W, c’(o)= &(a). For a E W, if C(a) = (t, v) with t E P’, then 
(;‘(a) = (t, u). Let S[u, u] = (G’, A’) where A’ is the restriction of A on A’. Clearly, 
(9[u, u] is regular. 
‘IMMWQN (Perles, Rabin, and Shamir 1141). Let % be a regular A-graph aver C. 
Then the following statements are u&d. 
(1) If 3 is definite and has ut least two pints, then 93 has two distinct 
one-eqwiuulenf points. 
(2) For any two distinct one-equivalent points u and v of 49, %I is ciefinite if and 
only if 9&u, u] is deflnile. 
Themma 8. Let 93 = (G, A) be u definite regular [b-regular] h-graph over C = (0, 1) 
where G is a strongly connected graph with at least two pints. Then for each point u 
of G, alI arcs going to [from] u have the same h-symbol. 
Proof. First reading. By the preceding theorem, % has two distinct one-equivalent 
points u and u and Ce[u, u] is definite. It is clear that the support of %[u, u] is 
strong1.y connected. It is easily seen that if 33 has a point s such that there exist 
two am u1 and a2 going to s with A(aI) f A(u2), 93[ u, v] has such a point. it is 
easily seen that if 3 has exactly two points, then 9 is isomorphic’ 60 the 
A-string-graph G’,Z)[o] of o~L(s, 2) such that ~(00) = ~(10) = 0 and ~(01) = 
a(1 1) = 1, so that % has not a point as stated above. Hence the theorem is proved 
by induction on the number of points of %?. 
By symtnetry, the second reading of the theorem holds. q 
Tbe~rem 9. Let $1 =(G, A,) and g2 =(G, A,) be two definite regular [b-regular] 
A-~N@Is over 2i = (0,l) with the same strongly zonnecfed graph G as their support. 
T%en $I = g2 ot A,(a) # A,(u) for all arcs a of G. 
Proof. First reading. Let g2 = (G, &) be the h-graph such that &(a) = 1- A,(a) 
for all arcs a of G. We shall prove that 3, = %* or %I = gz. 
’ Two h-graphs 3, = (G,, A ,) and %* = (G2, h2) over Z with G, = (PI, A,, 5,) and G2 = (Pz, A,, J2) 
are isomorphic f there exist one-to-one and onto mappings + : PI 3 Pz and h : A, -+ A, such that for 
all a E At, if &(a) = (u, u), then &WI)) = Mu), 4,(u)), and h,(a) = &VW). 
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Let q be the number of points of G. If q = 1, then clearly V1 = %lz or FQ1 =&. 
Let q 3 2 and assume that %, f $ and %I it gz. From the theorem of Perles, 
Rabin, and Shamir above, 3, has two distinct one-equivalent points w and t). It 
follows from Theorem 8 that u and 2) are also two distinct one-equivalent points 
of %&. Let a1 and ~2~ be the two arcs going from u and let bl and b2 be the two 
arcs going from V. We assume without loss of generality that h,(a) = h,(a) for 
a = ul, u2. (If h,(a) Z A,(a) for a = al, a2, then we may consider g2 instead of $?&.) 
Hence h*(b) = h,(b) for b = bl, b2. Since %I # q2, there exists an arc c of G such that 
A,(c) # h,(c). It follows from the theorem of Perles, Rabin, and Shamir that 
%,[: w, v] and g2[ U, V] are definite. Furthermore $[u, o and g2[w, V] have the 
same strongly connected support consisting of all arc= nF G except bi and b2. Let 
%,[ U, V] = (G’, A:) and let g2[ 24, ZJ] = (G’, A$). Since is neither bl nor b2, c is an 
arc of G’ so that h:(c) = A,(c) f A2(c) = As(c). Tl ts %i[u, v]# V12[u, ]. Since 
Ai(a,) = A&,) = A,@,) = Ai( we have gl[u, u]# 32[u, u] where g2[u, V] is the 
A-graph (G’, A$) such that &(a) = 1 -A’(t) for all arcs a of G’. 
Hence the theorem is proved by induction on 4. 
By symmetry. the second reading of the theorem holds. 0 
Theorem 10. Let C = {0, 1). Let o and T be local maps in K(C) whose right [left] 
A-bundle graphs are definite. I.et i 2 0. If $3, = Zi(&) [,SI = li(,S,)], then 7 = o l Sf 
I r = (r l ai]. (The local maps 6, and S, were defined in Section 2.) 
Proof. Let s; 7 E K(Z1, n). 
(1) Assume that .S, = lo(&) = ,S, = S. Let ,%jm =(S, A,) and let ,‘;8, = (S, A2). 
Since $& and $* are definite and have the same strongly connected support S, it 
follows from Theorem 9 that $& = $& or A,(E) = 1 -A,(E) for all arcs E of S. 
Since AI = A,(E,) = 0 for an arc E0 such that B(E,) SO”, we have ,c,80 =JT so 
that u = 7. 
(2) Assume that ,S, = I(&) = S. Let or’ = Q l 6,. Then from Proposition 2, 
,S,+ = S. Since $!& is definite, it follows from Theorem 6 that ,S_ is mergible and 
R(u)L(o) = 2”-‘. It is easily seen that for any j a0, 
Therefore & is mergible. (For assume that & is p-mergible with p Z+ 0. Then for 
each XE ,%$“, all strings in X have the same terminal substring of length n - 1. 
Let YE@?, @+l). Then since f p+n_I(Y)~19B$) and there exists X’E,@@ such that 
X’D fp+“-]( Y), it follows that all strings in Y have the same terminal substring of 
length n. Hence all strings in CY have the same terminal substring of length n. 
Thus ,S,,r is weakly (p+ 1)-mergible.) Since L(cr’) = 2L(o) and R(d) = R(o), we 
have R(d)L(a’) = 2”. Thus from Theorem 6, $&# is definite. 
Since c%7 and r%C8 are definite and have the same strongly connected support S, 
for the same reason as in (1) we have T = U’ so that 7 = a 9 6,. 
Thus by induction the first reading of the theoret;& is proved. The proof of the 
second reading is similar. q 
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c%waarys. Lerr=(o,l}. Let u,7 E I(Z). tet i a 0. If JT = V(&) [*ST = V(&)], 
then ~=043~ [T=u+~]. 
Pro& This follows from Theorem 7 and Theorem 10. Cl 
The following result which is due to G.A. Hedlund [S], is a direct consequence 
of the above corollary. 
CoMlary 6 (Hedlund [#II). Let C = (0, 1). Let i 20. ZAZ u be a rightmost- 
[reftmost3_permtctiue localmap in I(& i + 1). Then u = 0,. 8: [u = u. l Si] where co 
is the unique local map in I(& 1). 
Roof. Since u is a rightmost- [leftmost]-permutive Iocal map in I(& i + l), the 
right [left] bundle-graph of u is Gg’? The right [left] bundle-graph of o. is Gg). 
Since Gg+lj = l’(G’,‘)), the result follows from Corollary 5. 0 
lbtwem 11. Let C = (0, 1). Let u be a local map in K(C) such that ,9!& [,9&f is 
definite and & is disjoint and has more than one point. Then there exists a local 
map TE K(X) such that u = 7 l 6, [a = 7 l i3J and ,g7 [,%I is definite. 
PBWD~. First reading. Let UE K(x, n) with n 3 2. Since I%- is definite and has 
more than one point, it follows from Theorem 8 that for each point U of $,, all 
arcs going to U in & have the same A-symbol. Hence for any X, YE ,58, with 
t,._1(X) = tn_l(‘Y), u(x) = u(y) for any strings x, y with x E X and y E Y. Let 
UET-‘. Let X, Y be elements of ,480 such that Ou E X and lu E Y. Clearly 
u ~t,_JX)nt,-,(Y). Hence, since & is disjoint and t,_JX), tn_l(Y)Er%c, we 
have t,_,(X) = t,+(Y). Thus u(Ow) = u(lu). Therefore there exists 7~ K(G, M - 1) 
such that u = 7 8 6,. 
From Propositioh 2, Z(,S,) = &,. Since $& is definite, it follows from Theorem 6 
that ,S,, is mergible and R(u) . L(u) = 2”“‘. Since ,Se$’ = (XX 1 XE ,Se’;i’)} for any 
j 20, it follows that ,5& is mergible and R(T)L(T) = 2”-*. Thus from Theorem 6, 
r%T is definite. 
The proof of the first reading is completed. The proof of the second reading is 
similar. Cl 
A local map is nonredundant if of a’ l 8;. S{ for any i, j>O with i+ j>O and 
for any local map cr’. It follows from Theorem 11 that in case IxI= 2, no 
nonredundant local map in Z(s) is incident to a disjoint right [left] bundle-graph. 
We conjecture that in case 1x(= 2, any nonredundant local map in Z(C) is 
incident to right and left bundle-graphs each of which is a bottom, i.e., a right or 
left bundle-graph which is not the line bundle-graph of any bundle-graph. But it is 
not known whether the conjecture is true. 
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It was shown by G.A. Hedlund in [8] that Corollary 6 is not generally true in 
case 121~ 3 by a counter example in case ICI= 3. Example 3 of [lo] shows a 
counter example in case lIZI= k for all k 3 3. Therefore Theorem 8 and all results 
after it in this section hold only for C with IsI = 2. 
5, Local maps in If(Z) 
As stated in the preceding section, G.A. Hedlund has shown that in case IX\= 2, 
there exists no rightmost- [leftmost]-permutive local map over Z whose global 
maps are nontrivial bijections, that is, bijections not of the form f&,,, with 
a0 E 2(X, 1) and m E 2. In this section, however, we s1 , chat for any 2, if f is even 
a constant-to-one (and onto) global map of a local \ap over 2, then f is a global 
map of a local map which is right-adjacent [;, et-adjacent] to a leftmost- 
[rightmost]-permutive local map. 
Let % = (G, A) be a regular [b-regular] A-graph over C. Let ~30. The h-graph 
$8 is weakIy p-semidefinite, if for any two points w1 and wz of G, if there exist two 
paths xl and x2 such that i(xl) = u1 [t(x,) = u,], i(x2) = u2 [t(x,) = wJ, h*(x,) = 
h*(x2), and t(x,) =z t(x2) [icX,) =i(x2)], then t(y& = t(y2) [i(y& =i(;jz)] for any two 
paths y1 and y2 of length p such that i(yl) = ul [t( yl) = uJ, i(yz) = u2 [t(y2) = I.+], 
and A*(yl) = A*(y,). 3 is 0-semidefinite if 3 is weakly 0-semidefinite. For pa 1, % 
is p-semidefinite if (8 is weakly p-semidefinite but not weakly (p- l)-semidefinite. 
99 is semidefinite if % is p-semidefinite for some p 20. 
Note that if % is definite, then % is semidefinite. 
A A-graph % over 2 is biregular if Se is both regular and b-regular. Note that a 
regular [b-regular] A -graph 59 is 0-semidefinite if and only if T4 is biregular. 
Theorem 12. Let u E K(Z, n) with n 2 1. Let p 2 0. 7hen the following statements 
are equivalent. 
(1) .S, [Jo] is 0-mergible and & [&] is p-semidefinite. 
(2) ,S, [&J is disjoint and p-mergible, and ,9!& [J(.,] is 00semidefinite. 
Proof. First reading. Consider the following two statements. 
(1’) & is 0-mergible and $5’@ is weakly p-semidefinite. 
(2’) ,S, is disjioint and weakly p-mergible, and ,9& is 0-semidefinite. 
Since the equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from that of (1’) and (2’), we shall 
prove the latter. 
Let r%,, = (,S,, A) and let ,9& = (&,, l). 
Assume (1’). Since & is 0-mergible, & = G’,“’ so that l%W = (G’,“‘, A}. 
(i) For two points ul, u2 E C”-’ of G’,“‘, let us write u1 - u2 if there exist paths 
x1 and x2 of G’,“’ such that i(x,) = ul, i(x2) = u2, A*(xl) = A*(x2), and t(q) = t(x2). 
Then the relation - on En-l l 1s an equivalence relation. For, to see the transitivity 
of -, assume. that u1 - u2 and u2 - u3 for ul, u2, u3~ Z”-‘. Let y e Zp. Since ,%(, 
is regular, there exist paths 4, i =T 1,2,3, of length p in G$‘) such that i(q) = 4 
and A*(&) = y for i = 1,2,3. Since ~a- ~2, u2 - u3, and $$,, is p-semidefinite, 
t&J = t(x2) = t(x& Hence u1 - u3. 
By definition, for ul, w2 E 2-l, w1 - u2 if and only if there exists UE ,%& such 
that wl, u2e U. Since the relation - is an equivalence relation on xn-l, ,S@ is 
disjoint. 
(ii) Let UE I%@ and let u E c. Let u E U. Since a is rightmost-permutive, there 
exists x G c” such that f,-,(x) = u and a(x) = a. Let E be an arc of &, such that 
%(E) 3 M Then I(E) = U. Since &, is disjoint, U is a unique element of ,@@ 
containing u. Hence i(E) = U in $,,. Thus we have shown that for every UE ,c& 
and for each a E & there exists an arc E of ,Y& going from U with x(E) = a. 
Hence ,%,, is regular so that ,5?& is biregular. Thus ,9&, is 0-semidefinite. 
(iii) Let XE §!Fp)(,S,) = 9 l 2’. Then there exist UE ,%& and y E Cy such that 
X = &,(y, U). Let x1, x2~ X. Then i,Jq) and i,-I(x2) are contained in a left 
compatible set ,C,(y, U) so that i,_l(xl)-i,_l(.x2) (cf. (i)). Since i,,_t(xl)-i,_,(x2), 
a”(q) = o*(x2) = y with lg (y) = p, and r%IW is weakly p-semidefinite, it follows that 
t,_&) = tn-1(X2). Hence we have shown that ,So is weakly p-mergible. 
Thus we have shown that (1’) implies (2’). 
Assume (2’). 
(iv) To see that & is O-mergible, WL‘ shall show that Q is rightmost-permutive. 
Assume that a is not rightmost-permutive. Then there exist x, y EC”, u E C”-’ 
andaE~ruchthatx#y,i,_,(x)=i,_,(y)=u,anda(x)=o(y)=a.Thena_,(x)and 
t,,-,(y) are distinct and are contained in ,C,(u, a). Let U and V be elements of 
& such that Ust,_,(x) and V3t,_,(y). It follows from Lemma 4 of [lo] that 
)Un&(u, a)ls 1. Hence we have U# V. Let W be an element of ,(&a such that 
W3 u. Since &(a, U) 3 u, ,C,(a, V) 3 u, and ,S,, is disjoint, it follows that 
,C,(a, U) =,CJa, V) = W. Thus distinct two arcs E, = (&(a, U), U) and E2 = 
(,&(a, V), V) go from W In &,, and i(E,) = i(E,) = a in ,93-. This implies that 
,%!- is not biregular, contrary to the hypothesis. 
(v) By (iv), $- = G’,“). Hence r91v = (Gz), A). Assume that u, o E Z”-’ and u - v 
(cf. (i)). Suppose that x, y E Zp+“-‘, i,+(x) = u, i,_,(y) =-v, and V*(K) = u*(y). Let 
ZI and Z2 be paths in ,S- such that ii*(Z,) 3x and B*(Z,) 3 y. Then i(&), i(Z,) E 
&, i(Z,) 3 u, and i(Z,) 3 v. Since u - v, there exists UE & such that u, v E U. 
Since ,S’ is disjoint, it follows that i(Z,) = U = i(Z,). Moreover, k*(Z,) = o*(x) = 
o*(y) = 1*(Z2). Therefore, since ,%& is regular, it follows that 2, = 2,. Hence 
@*(Z,) 3x, y. Since B*(Z!,) e ,@$‘I and ,So is weakly p-meryible, we have t,-,(x) = 
t,_,(y). Hence we have shown that ,%& is weakly p-semidefinite. 
Thus we have shown that (2’) implies (1’). 
The proof of the first reading of the theorem is completed. The proof of the 
second reading is similar. n 
Lemma 1. Let A be an alphabet with IAla 1. Let G be a graph such that for each 
point u of G, there exist exactly jAl arcs going to u and exactly IAl arcs going from 
u. Then there exists a biregular A-graph % = (G, A) over A. 
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Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on /Al. If IAl = 1, the lemma is clearly 
true. 
We assume that the lemma is true for [A I= k. Let IAl= k + 1. Since for each 
point u of G, there exists an arc going to u and an arc going from u, it is easily 
verified that there exists a set 5!? of circuits of G such that each point af G is 
passed through by exactly one circuit in 85 exactly once. Let # be the set of all 
arcs on circuits in 8. Then for each point u of G there exist exactly one arc in # 
going to 14 and exactly one arc in @ going from U. Let 3’ be the graph obtained 
from G by deleting all arcs in g. Let b E A. Then b** 5duction hypothesis, there 
exists a biregular A-graph 9 = (G’, h’) over A - (1 . . Let A be the arc set of G. 
Define A : A -+ A as follows. If a E g, h(a) = b; if a EA - g, h(a) = A’(a). Then 
clearly 59 = (G, h) is a biregular h-graph over A. U 
Proposition 4. Let SE G&Z) [SE @,(Z)]. Let p 20. If S is p-mergible, then lp(S) is 
disjoint. 
Proof. Let S = ,S~ for CTE: K(Z, n). By definition, the point set of Ip(S) is ,$@?. 
Let XE ,Sei,“). Then there exist UE $a and y E Zp such that X= ,&(U, y). Since 
,SU is p-mergible, all strings in X have the same initial substring of length n - 1. 
Hence for any x E X, we have X= $MU, y) = $J{i,-I(x)), u*(x)). Thus every 
two distinct elements of ,sS$” are disjoint. 
The proof of the first reading is completed. The proof of the second reading is 
similar. Cl 
Proposition 5. Let SE G+(Z) [SE G,(Z)]. Let p 3 0. Then S is p-mergible if and 
cnly if l(S) is p-mergible. 
Proof. First reading. Let SE @&Z, n). Assume that S is p-mergible. Let YE 
9Vp)( Z(S)). Since Wp)( I( S)) = Wp+l) (S), there exists X1, X+ 9@(p)(S) such that 
XI =ip+n-l (Y) and X2=t p +“_J Y). Thus since S is p-mergible, all strings in Xi 
have the same initial substring of length n - 1 for i = 1,2, respectively. Therefore 
all strings in Y have the same initial substring of length n. Thus I(S) is weakly 
p-mergible. 
Assume that I(S) is p-mergible. Let XE Wp’(S). Since @‘p)(I(S)) = 3(ptl)(S) 
and 9I’p)(S) = {tn+p_l( Y) 1 YE 9? ‘p+*)(S)}, there exists YE Secp)(l(S)) such that 
t, +p- *( Y) = X. Since all strings in Y have the same initial substring of length R, all 
strings in X have the same initial substring of length n - 1. Therefore S is weakly 
p-mergible. 
By the above, S is p-mergible if and only if r(S) is p-mergible. 
The proof of the second reading is similar. 0 
For SE Q&Z) [SE al(Z)] with point set Ce, if there exists S’E @$Z) [S’E @@)I 
such that Z(S’) = S, then S’ is unique, because the bundle-set %(S’) of S’ is equal 
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to % (cf. Remark 1). For i *O and for SE Qr(Z) [SE @J,(Z)], we denote by P(S) 
the bundle-graph S’ such that r’(S) = S. 
ThWWUm 13. Let SE d+(Z, n) [S E 4+(Z, n)] with to 2 1. Let p *O. Then S is 
p-mergible if and only if S = lnq(&) [S = l-q(ISW)] for some 0 <q 6 p and for some 
leftmost- [rightmostl_permzitiue local map 0 such that ,9& L%&] is a p-semidefinite 
b-regular [regular] A-assignment of Gg+q). 
Roof. First reading. Assume that S is p-mergible. Then by Proposition 4, there 
exist 0 s q s p such that P(S) is disjoint (cf. Proposition 3). Let S’ = P(S). By 
Proposition 5, S’ is p-mergible. Since S’ is disjoint, for each point U of S’ there 
exist exactly 1x1 arcs going to to and exactly 1x1 arcs going from U. Thus by 
Lemma 1 there exists a biregular h-assignment 3 = (S’, A) of S’. Since S’ is 
disjoint, we may assume that % is admissible. Hence, it follows from Proposition 1 
that there exists a local map u such that $?* = %- Since &, = S’ is disjoint and 
p-mergible and $& is O-semidefinite, it follows from Theorem 12 that *ST is 
0-mergible and &!& is p-semidefinite. Thus S = lmq(S’) = ZWq(&) and ,%_ is a 
p-semidefinite B-regular A-assignment of G$‘+q). 
The converse also follows from Theorem 12 and Proposition: 5. 
The proof of the first reading of the theorem is completed. The proof of the 
second reading is similar. Cl 
Coronary 7. Let UE W(X). Then there exists i 3 0 swch that a l 6: [u l Si] is 
right-adjacent [left-adjacent] to a leftmost-pemutiue [rightmost-pmutiue] local 
map. 
proof, Since u E H(Z), it follows from Theorem 5 that ,S, is mergible. Hence by 
Theorem 13, there exists a leftmost-permutive local map T az?d i 20 such that 
rS, d= &Se). Let p = CT l 6:. Then by Proposition 2, J,, = ri(,SW) = ,ST. Hence p and 
T are right-adjacent. 
The proof of the first reading 
similar. 0 
is completed. The proof of the second reading is 
Let us consider the relation R* on K(Z) where R* is the symmetric and 
transitive closure of the relation R on K(X) such that for a, TE K(Z), CRT if and 
only if there exists i 30 such that a and T l 8: are right-adjacent or CT and T l 8: 
are left-adjacent. It follows from the above corollary that for any UE H(Z), 
OR*@,-, where u. is the identity mapping of 2 onto C. But it is not known 
whether for any CE K(Z), uR*o,. 
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